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Introduction

H4 team at Hugging Face 

Goal: Recipe for Helpful, Harmless, Honest, and Huggy (H4) chatbot 

Ingredients: Datasets for SFT and RLHF, pretrained open access models

Procedure:

Ouyang, Long, et al. "Training language models to follow instructions with 
human feedback." arXiv preprint arXiv:2203.02155 (2022).

https://huggingface.co/HuggingFaceH4


Outline

● Data collection for SFT
● Data collection for RLHF
● Training of SFT Models
● Evaluation of SFT Models
● Results 
● Quirks of using GPT4 as evaluator
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Ouyang, Long, et al. "Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback." arXiv preprint arXiv:2203.02155 (2022).
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Dataset



Wang et al., ‘22 

Dataset for Helpfulness

} instance/completion/d
emonstration

https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.10560


Dataset for Helpfulness

Model 
generated 

Human 
written

Unnatural instructions 
(Honovich et al., ‘22)

Super-natural 
instructions, Dolly, 

OpenAssistant  
(Wang et al., ‘22), (Conover et 

al., ‘23), (Kopf et al., ‘23)

Self-instruct 
(Wang et al., ‘22)

T0, Natural instructions 
(Sanh et al., ‘22), (Mishra et al., ‘22)

FLAN LM, OPT-IML
(Wei et al., ‘22), (Iyer et al., 

‘22)
LIMA

(Wang et al., ‘22)

Surge-instruct
(Hugging Face H4)

ShareGPT, 
UltraChat

(Ning et al, ‘23)

CAMEL
(Li et al., ‘23)



Wang et al., ‘22 

Bootstrapping Data

https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.10560


Ding et al., ‘23 

Human-in-the-loop

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14233


Li et al., ‘23 

Roleplaying 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.17760.pdf
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- Training data in the range of tens of thousands of examples
- Shows diminishing returns after a few thousand high quality instructions

Past Findings from SFT Datasets

Wang et al., ‘22 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.10560


1. Task distribution
2. Length distribution
3. High quality (human-written)

a. External vendors
b. Upwork/Mturk

SFT Dataset Desiderata



Task Distribution

InstructGPT task distribution



Task Distribution

InstructGPT task distribution

Code



Pilot study with Surge, Scale AI, and AWS Sagemaker GT

Length Distribution

Source Split Count Mean Std Min 25% 50% 75% Max
InstructGPT train 12725 408 433 1 37 283 632 2048

valid 1653 401 433 4 41 234 631 2048

Surge - 75 104 94 7 38 81 135 505
AWS 
Sagemaker - 129 54 46 0 8 13 31 1036

Scale AI - 69 22 16 5 13 18 24 116
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We collected 10K instruction demonstrations pairs

Surge Instruct Dataset

Generation 4346

Open QA 1182

Brainstorm 1060

Chat 796

Rewrite 625

Summarize 395

Coding 334

Classify 334

Closed QA 245

Extract 183

# examples
Avg length



Surge Instruct Dataset

Category Prompt Completion

Generation Write a knock-knock joke for children.

Knock, knock.
Who's there?
Lettuce.
Lettuce, who?
Aren't you going to let us in?

Classify

Does this comment seem excited or 
bored?
There's nothing to do today. It's raining 
outside and none of my toys seem 
interesting. Bored

Brainstorm
What are some board games to play. I 
don't need explanations just the names

1.) Monopoly
2.) Life
3.) Sorry!
4.) Mouse Trap

Open QA What was Phish’s last studio album?

Phish’s most recent album was “Sigma 
Oasis”, which was released on April 2nd 
of 2020.



Surge Instruct Dataset

US-based taskforce

Gender: roughly even split between male and female with some who identify as 
neither

Age: ranges from 19 to 62

Race: primarily White, Black, Asian, Hispanic

Educational background: ranges from technical degree to PhD



Human Preference Data

Helpfulness Harmlessness



1. Task distribution
2. Length distribution
3. Singleturn vs Multiturn
4. Helpfulness vs. Honesty vs. Harmlessness
5. Rating/ranking scale

Human Preference Dataset Desiderata



Get annotations for 300 Self-instruct prompts from data vendors using Anthropic 
template

Follow the InstructGPT distribution

Pilot Study



Human Preference Data



Total 20K dialogs with 80K total prompts

1. Task distribution:
○ generation    0.15
○ Open QA       0.05
○ Brainstorm    0.1
○ Rewrite       0.15
○ Summarize     0.1
○ Math          0.05
○ Coding        0.15
○ Classify      0.1
○ Closed QA     0.05
○ Extract       0.1

Human Preference Dataset Desiderata



2. Total length < 2048

3. Multiturn with an average of 4 turns per dialog

4. Use instructions from OpenAI guidelines but focus on Helpfulness over Honesty

5. Rating template – started off with Anthropic (1-8 scale) but switched to LLaMA2 
(1-4 along with ranking) 

Human Preference Dataset Desiderata

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MJCqDNjzD04UbcnVZ-LmeXJ04-TKEICDAepXyMCBUb8/edit#heading=h.21o5xkowgmpj


Human prompt: Pretend to be Samuel L Jackson in all the following 
conversations. Speak like Samuel L Jackson as much as possible. Why do 
we need to better prepare for alien invasion?

Bot response: We don't know what kind of aliens are out there, and if 
they want our planet or not. We should always be prepared!

Human response: Is Space Force a real thing? What do they have 
access to in order to protect Earth?

Chosen bot response: I mean... I ain't heard of no space force. But 
whatever man... They got some fancy spaceships with lasers or somethin

Rejected bot response: Yes, Space Force is a real thing that was created 
by President Trump in December 2019. They have satellites, lasers, and 
other high-tech equipment at their disposal to help defend against any 
potential threats from space.

Response margin: 3

Examples of Human Preference Data
Human prompt: Create a loving text, wishing my husband a 

happy anniversary.

Bot response: Happy Anniversary to the man who still gives me 

butterflies after all these y

ears! I love you more today than ever before. Here's to many more 

amazing years together. Cheers! 

Human response: We've been married for 8 years, can you 

include that?

Chosen bot response: Happy 8th anniversary to the man who 

makes home feel like heaven! Thank you for making marriage 

such an incredible adventure. I can't imagine doing life with 

anyone else. I love you so much, sweetie! 

Rejected bot response: Sure thing! How about this: "Happy 

Anniversary to the man who has stolen my heart for the past eight 

years! I loved you then and I love you even more now. Here's to 

many more wonderful years together." 

Response margin: 1



SFT Training



Start with foundation models – StarCoder-15B, Falcon-7B, Falcon-40B, 
LLaMA-2-7B,LLaMA-2-13B

Full finetuning and PEFT (LoRA, QLoRA)

Train for 3-6 epochs, gradient accumulation, cosine lr schedule

SFT Training



Evaluation



Large Language Models – Training

1. Pretraining the LM
○  Predicting the next token 
○ Eg: GPT-3, OPT, BLOOM, LLaMA, Falcon, LLaMA 2

2. Incontext learning (aka prompt-based learning)
○ Few shot learning without updating the parameters
○ Context distillation is a variant wherein you condition on the prompt and update the parameters

3. Supervised fine-tuning
○ Fine-tuning for instruction following and to make them chatty
○ Eg: InstructGPT, LaMDA, Sparrow, OPT-IML, LLaMA-I, Alpaca

4. Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback
○ nudging the LM towards values you desire
○ Eg: LLaMA-2-chat



Evaluating a Chatbot

1. Pretraining the LM
a.  Predicting the next token 
b. Eg: GPT-3, BLOOM

2. Incontext learning (aka prompt-based learning)
a. Few shot learning without updating the parameters
b. Context distillation is a variant wherein you condition on the prompt and update the 

parameters

3. Supervised fine-tuning
a. Fine-tuning for instruction following and to make them chatty
b. Eg: InstructGPT, LaMDA, Sparrow, OPT-IML, LLaMA-I, Alpaca, Vicuna, Guanaco

4. Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback
a. safety/alignment
b. nudging the LM towards values you desire
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Training a 
chatbot
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Evaluating a Chatbot

Ouyang, Long, et al. "Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback." arXiv preprint arXiv:2203.02155 (2022).

Evaluating instruction 
following/chatty-ness

Evaluating the RM Red-teaming



Evaluating a Chatbot

● Evaluating instruction following and helpfulness. Does the model generate 
useful responses on the topic? Are they open-ended?
○ Eg: Brainstorm a list of New Year’s resolutions



Leaderboard with Elo ratings (Hugging Face)

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/human_eval_llm_leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/human_eval_llm_leaderboard


AalpacaEval Leaderboard

https://tatsu-lab.github.io/alpaca_eval/

https://tatsu-lab.github.io/alpaca_eval/


Leaderboard with Elo ratings (LMSYS)

https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-05-03-arena/

https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-05-03-arena/


MT Bench from LMSYS

https://huggingface.co/spaces/lmsys/mt-bench

https://huggingface.co/spaces/lmsys/mt-bench


LMSYS Leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/spaces/lmsys/chatbot-arena-leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/spaces/lmsys/chatbot-arena-leaderboard


Results



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
Open LLM Leaderboard



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
MT Bench Scores



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
MT Bench Scores

Dataset Avg. Length

Surge-instruct 211

LIMA 482

OAsst 722



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
Performance vs. avg prompt length



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
MT Bench Scores



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
Performance vs. dataset size – ablations of surge-instruct dataset



SFT Results – LLaMA 2 13B
MT Bench Scores



Evaluating a Chatbot

● Step 1: Evaluating instruction following. Does the model generate useful 
responses on the topic? Are they open-ended?
○ Eg: Brainstorm a list of New Year’s resolutions

● Step 2: Evaluating the RM. Can the model choose between a truthful and a 
untruthful response? Can it rank helpful responses higher than the less helpful 
responses?



Benchmarking RM Models
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Quirks of using GPT4 as Evaluator



GPT4 as an Evaluator

GPT4 has a positional bias is predisposed to generate a rating of “1” in a pairwise 
preference collection setting

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard


GPT4 as an Evaluator

Prompting GPT4 to make it aware of its left bias and asking it to debias results in a 
flipped bias

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard


GPT4 as an Evaluator

Prompting GPT4 for scoring instead of ranking alleviates the problem

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard


GPT4 as an Evaluator

Evidence of doping between training and eval 

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard

https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard


GPT4 as an evaluator

GPT4 prefers models with higher diversity and length of responses

Wang et al., ‘23 https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.04751
Similar findings by LMSYS https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.05685

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.04751
https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.05685


GPT4 as an evaluator

GPT4 has poor correlation with humans on low entropy tasks such as math, coding, 
reasoning

Similar findings by LMSYS https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.05685

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.05685


Takeaways

● Dataset curation for SFT and RLHF involves several critical factors
○ Amounts, length, tasks, and role of humans

● Many tools for efficient finetuning of open-source LLMs
● SFT results –

○ TruthfulQA is the differentiating benchmark
○ MT Bench scores are not correlated with automated metrics
○ Diminishing returns with more data

● Benchmarking gap in assessing 
○ RLHF 
○ model vulnerabilities/red-teaming

● Quirks of using GPT4 as an evaluator
○ Prefers models trained on GPT4-like data
○ Left positional bias
○ Higher correlation with humans on creative tasks compared to 

coding/reasoning tasks



https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/25/technology/chatgpt-rlhf-human-tutors.html



https://huggingface.co/blog/red-teaming https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard https://huggingface.co/blog/dialog-agents

https://huggingface.co/blog/red-teaming
https://huggingface.co/blog/llm-leaderboard
https://huggingface.co/blog/dialog-agents


H4 Team

Nathan Lambert       Lewis Tunstall        Edward Beeching       Thomas Wolf     

And more at Hugging Face and in the open-source community!



Thanks for listening


